CASE STUDY

Are you paying to process the same data in multiple matters?
Integreon, a legal process outsourcing (LPO) provider, was
supporting a pharmaceutical company that, due to the nature of the

spending significant
time, money, and resources processing and reviewing the same data over and
over — and was incurring unnecessary costs as a result.

business, dealt with countless lawsuits each year. The company was

Mindseye’s unique ability to query a
client’s existing case data and identify
only data that had not been previously
processed made it possible to offer this
solution to the client.

Integreon sought a solution to help its client

get intelligence and value out of
previous work that had been
completed by identifying documents that
had been processed in prior cases to avoid

- Elton Vaz

processing the same data multiple times.

director at Integreon

The amount of new data that needs to be processed decreases as more and more of that
data is processed and stored for use in Mindseye. This also helps the client incorporate real data into
their early case assessment process for better insight into required time, costs and resources.

Can your system do that?
Whether you are a law firm or a corporate legal department, if your
processing system can’t deliver insight and value across cases, you may be
spending time and money on re-processing the same data over and over.
Interested in seeing for yourself how you can reduce processing volumes

Over the course of multiple
matters, we expect the
pharmaceutical company
could save as much as 40%
on the cost of processing.

while gaining better insight? Contact Mindseye at (888) 770-3876 or sales@
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mindseyesolutions.com for a demo.
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